Explore the role of children in the novel
‘The English Teacher’
Firstly, the role of children that Narayan creates in ‘The English
Teacher’ is to link family together. The innocent tone of voice
when Leela asks ‘Are you fighting?’ makes Krishna ‘unhappy
with this thrust’ which suggests that she is making him realise
that he shouldn’t be fighting with his wife.
Narayan additionally creates the role of children as they give
adults a point to live. Leela gives Krishna a point to live after
Susila’s death as before, Krishna thought that ‘nothing will
worry or interest [him] in life hereafter.’ But the he finds out that
his new ‘aim’ is to take care of his daughter. For the
Headmaster’s children they give him ‘a glimpse of some
purpose in existence’ as he loves children, he likes to teach
them and they give his life a meaning.
Furthermore, the children are a symbol of freedom. They do
what they want to do. They go to school on Sunday when
normal people don’t and when Krishna tells Leela that she
doesn’t have to go she still insists on going and argues back
that ‘you don’t know our school.’ This suggests that she has
her own mind, doesn’t follow what other people tell her to do
and doesn’t follow the rules, unlike Krishna. Moreover, the fact
that the children learn at school through playing instead of
studying implies freedom. They are not forced to cram or take
notes but have free lives which contrast to Krishna’s students
who are ‘made to pass exams.’
In addition, Narayan creates the role of children as they are a
symbol of innocence. ‘The glittering alphabets’ suggest the
purity which is inside the children. They have no worries but
are ‘bundles of joy and play’ who ask lots of questions. All of
these are lacking in adults, especially Krishna who seems to
have a lot of worries in his life as he is pessimistic about
everything.
Moreover, the excitement that they have also emphasises the
innocence and purity of children. Everything seems to be
exciting for them as they ask the Headmaster about anything
and everything. Also Leela is excited to go to school as she is
‘dancing with joy’ and ‘full of descriptions of her school’ which
contrasts to the students in the college who just ‘mug-up’ for
their exams.
Finally, the most important role of the children is that they can
teach adults something. In the real world, adults are the ones
who teach children how to live their lives or how to do well in
exams. However, in this novel Narayan shows that children
can teach adults to be honest which the Headmaster has
already learnt from them as he refuses Krishna’s food telling
him that he ‘would sooner swallow poison than eat brinjal.’
Additionally, Krishna has learnt from Leela as truly cares about
Leela as he finds that working in the college and taking care of
Leela is a ‘noble and exciting occupation’ for him, which
contrasts to before when he didn’t care much about her. One
of the messages of the novel seems to be that these human
connections are essential for as we cannot live by ourselves
but need someone to love and care about us.
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